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Abstract: Background: Anterior mental loop represent the terminal portion of inferior alveolar nerve when directed outward, upward

and backward to open at mental foramen. This study aims to detect the presence of anterior mental loop , measuring its length, position
and assess the prevalence in Iraqi sample using CBCT and to demonstrate the importance and accuracy of CBCT. Materials and
Method: in this retrospective study one –hundred fifty CBCT images retrieved from patients archives in Baghdad dental center/ Iraq.
About 300 mandibular nerves and mental foramen evaluated of 75 male and 75 female. Anterior mental loop detected, length measured
and position in relation to buccal, lingual, superior and inferior cortical bones was evaluated. All measurements done by CBCT program
software then data analyzed. Results: the prevalence of anterior mental loop was (48.6%) present in 73 CBCT images (44 male and 29
female) with no significant difference. Unilateral cases (45 case) was more than bilateral cases (28 case) but the difference was
statistically non significant. There was extremely high significant difference in anterior loop length in relation to gender (longer in
male), and high significant difference in anterior loop position (distance between anterior loop and lingual cortical bone) in relation to
other bony surfaces. Conclusion: pain, parasthesia and discomfort associated with surgical procedures involving the interforaminal
region of mandible occur due to accidental injury to anterior mental loop. so a precise evaluation of anatomical structures in the
interforaminal region especially the anterior loop is highly recommended to prevent damage to the neurovascular bundle during implant
placemnt, treatment of fracture mandibule, osteotomy and genioplasty.
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complications such as iatrogenic damage to nerve, bleeding,
parasthesia, anaesthesia and dysthesia. (6)

1. Introduction
One of the most frequent complications occur during Implant
placement or any surgical procedures in the mandibular
interforaminal region is a damage or injury to the
neurosensory bundles of the chin and lower lip. This
complication occurs when important structures such as the
mental foramen, the anterior mental loop and the incisive
canal are not properly identified and protected (1).
The inferior alveolar nerve pass through mandibular canal ,at
premolar region it divides into two branches (mental and
incisive), sometimes it continued beyond the anterior margin
of mental foramen and curved upward , backward to exit
through mental foramen, forming the anterior mental loop.

In some patient, the mandibular canal bifurcates in the
inferior superior or medial lateral plane (5,7). The bifurcated
mandibular canal may manifest more than one mental
foramen. This may or may not be seen on panoramic film or
periapical films, they are associated with false positive or
false negative results. Therefore the use of appropriate
imaging techniques is necessary to allow accurate
identification of presence and location of these vital
structures, avoiding injuries during surgical procedures in the
mandibular interforaminal region, including insertion of
dental implants, mentoplasty and rehabilitation after trauma.
(8)

(2,3)

The mental and buccal nerves provide sensation to the lower
lip and chin (skin and mucous membrane), and the vestibular
gingiva of the mandibular anterior teeth, while the incisive
branch innervates the anterior teeth including the first
premolar (4).
Implant placement in mandibular premolar region should be
done carefully due to presence of mental foramen with its
great differences in location and number. In addition to the
presence of anterior mental loop which may be unilateral,
bilateral or absent in some cases (5).
This loop represent an important structure that should be
noticed or diagnosed prior to implant placement to prevent

Several studies performed to determine the prevalence,
position and anterior loop length , and the results were
greatly different.(9) Radiographic studies performed by OPG
or periapical reported the length ranged between (0 – 7.5
mm), which may be underestimated (10,11), or overestimated
(10,12)
due to its 2D representation of 3D object. Other studies
performed by surgical dissection of cadavers with probe may
give overestimated length due to penetration of incisal canal .
on other hand some dissection studies may used markers for
comparison with radiograph (11,13).
Studies used CT scan revealed a higher prevalence of
anterior mental loop compared to plane radiograph but it still
not accepted to be used ( unless it's necessary) due to its high
radiation dose and cost. (14,15)
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Previous researchers set a standard reference for the anterior
loop measurements which was a plane represent its most
anterior margin that is coincident with the origin of the
incisive canal as (12,16,17). A radiologic study set a cutoff point
of 3 mm as the maximum diameter of the incisive canal as it
separates from the anterior loop (15,18).
Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is a relatively
new imaging modality that provides a detailed evaluation of
important bony structures and provide imaging in three
planes (axial, coronal and sagittal) without magnification and
distortion in addition to its advantageous of multiplaner
reformation and high resolution compared to conventional
radiography (18), a relatively low radiation dose and high
quality images that demonstrate the real size of anatomical
structures of interforaminal region.(19,20)
The aims of this study were to detect the presence of anterior
mental loop , measuring its length, position and assess the
prevalence in Iraqi sample using CBCT.

2. Material and Methods
The sample consist of 150 Iraqi patients (75 male and 75
female) with age ranged between 18-45 years old, attending
CBCT unit in Baghdad dental center for various diagnostic
purpose, the images tacked by using 3D Cranex CBCT unit
with field of view (Midi FOV 61x78 mm application area),
both sides of mandible are examined and selected carefully
according to the following criteria:
1) The anterior part of the body of mandible appears clearly
without blurring and image must be of adequate
diagnostic quality.

2) No pathological lesion, bony disease, congenital
abnormalities, fracture, tumor affecting the examined
area.
Each selected image was processed with (on dimand version
1.0 x64 edition) software, the slice thickness was 0.1 mm for
axial and cross sectional view, then each image was
evaluated for the presence of anterior mental loop (whether
it's bilateral or unilateral), or it may be absent. The
measurements were done in 3 view: axial, reconstructed
panoramic , and cross sectional.
In axial view the
appropriate slice is selected , the most anterior part of mental
foramen marked as a first marker, then the most mesial part
of mental nerve was marked as a second marker (21). The
distance between the two points was measured by drawing
two parallel line one represent the first marker and the
second represent the second marker , both of them
perpendicular to the inferior border of mandible, by using
reconstructed panoramic view (14). Then 4 distances were
measured in cross section at middle part of the length of
mental loop , from the most superior border of the loop to the
alveolar crest (SAL), from the most lingual border of the
loop to the outer surface of the lingual cortical plate (LAL) ,
from the most buccal border of the loop to the outer surface
of buccal cortical plate (BAL), and from the most inferior
border of the loop to the outer surface of the inferior cortical
plate(IAL). (As shown in fig 1-2 )
All data collected and analyzed. the prevalence of anterior
mental loop was calculated, the mean value, range , SD of
the anterior loop length and its location were calculated.

Figure 1: The measurement of the most antereior part of AML (left) and the measurement of the most mesial part of AML
(right).
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Figure 2: Measurement the AML position
Table 2: Percentage of anterior loop occurrence in relation
to side of mandible

3. Results
One hundred fifty CBCT images were evaluated ( 300 hemi
mandibles ), anterior mental loop was detected in 73 images
only (48.6 %). Male patients represent 60.2 % of the
detected cases (44 images from 73) while female patients
represent 39.7% (29 images from 73).
For male patients , anterior mental loop found unilaterally in
26 case and bilaterally in 18 case, while for female patients ,
the loop detected unilaterally in 19 case and bilaterally in 10
cases only.( the details was shown in table 1 and 2)
Table 1: Prevalence of anterior loop in relation to gender
Gender

Male
Female
Total

Prevalence
Number (%)
not present present
31 (20.6%) 44 (29.3%)
46 (30.6%) 29 (19.3 %)
77 (51.3%) 73 (48.6%)

Total

P- value

75 (50%)
75 (50%)
150(100%)

P> 0.9
NS

Side of mandible

Bilateral
Unilateral Right
Left
Total

Prevalence
Total
P- value
Number (%)
28
38.5 28 (38.5%) P> 0.05
20
27.3 45 (61.6 %) NS
25
34.2
73 (100%)

The length of the anterior loop and distance between anterior
loop and surrounding bones were measured in relation to
gender. The mean ± SD of SAL, IAL, BAL, and LAL for
male were ( 17.47 ± 0.8), (7.61 ± 0.8), (1.13 ± 0.3), (4.38 ±
0.4) respectively, and for female (17.24 ±0.5), (7.78 ± 0.9),
(1 ± 0.3), (4.12 ± 0.3) respectively. High significant
differences between genders in distance between loop and
lingual cortex (LAL) were found. The length of anterior loop
was measured and longer loop detected in male patients
(1.77 mm). The difference was extremely highly significant
P < 0.0001. (The details shown in table 3)

Table 3: Measurements of anterior loop length and distance with surrounding bones in relation to gender

Distance Gender N
SAL
male 44
female 29
IAL
male 44
female 29
BAL
male 44
female 29
LAL
male 44
female 29
Length
male 44
female 29

Mean
17.47
17.24
7.61
7.78
1.13
1
4.38
4.12
1.77
1.05

SD
0.8
0.5
0.8
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.6
0.5

SE
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.09
0.09

min
16.3
16.4
6.4
6.3
0.6
0.5
2.9
3.9
0.7
0.5

max
18.9
18.4
9
9
1.9
1.8
5.1
5
2.7
2.3

low 95% conf. limit
17.23
17.01
7.3
7.4
1
0.8
4.2
4
1.5
0.8

Also the same measurements were repeated in relation to
side of mandible. The mean ± SD of SAL, IAL, BAL, and
LAL for left side were ( 17.38 ± 0.7), (7.57 ± 0.9), (1.05 ±
0.3), (4.31 ± 0.3) respectively, and for right side (17.37
±0.6), (7.78 ± 0.9), (1.01 ± 0.3), (4.26 ± 0.4) respectively,

up 95% conf. limit
17.72
17.46
7.8
8.1
1.2
1.1
4.5
4.2
1.9
1.2

P- value
0.08
NS
0.3
NS
0.3
NS
0.009 HS

P<0.0001
extremely Significant

with no significant difference in any measurements. The
anterior loop was longer in left side (1.54 mm) but the
difference was statistically non significant. (The details
shown in table 4)
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Table 4: Measurements of anterior loop length and distance with surrounding bones in relation to side of mandible.
Distance
SAL
IAL
BAL
LAL
Length

Side of
mandible
left
right
left
right
left
right
left
right
left
right

N

Mean

SD

SE

min

max

low 95% conf. limit

up 95% conf. limit

25
20
25
20
25
20
25
20
25
20

17.38
17.37
7.57
7.78
1.05
1.01
4.31
4.26
1.54
1.4

0.7
0.6
0.9
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.7
0.6

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.1
0.09

16.3
16.5
6.2
6.4
0.4
0.5
3.9
2.9
0.5
0.5

18.9
18.8
9
9
1.9
1.8
5
5.1
2.7
2.7

17.1
17.1
7.3
7.5
0.9
0.9
4.2
4.1
1.3
1.2

17.5
17.5
7.8
8
1.1
1.1
4.4
4.3
1.7
1.5

Anterior mental loop located more inferiorly and buccaly as
shown in table 5
Table 5: length of anterior mental loop in relation to position
Mean
SD

length
1.41
0.7

SAL IAL
17.35 7.69
0.6
0.9

BAL
1.06
0.3

LAL
4.25
0.4

4. Discussion
In this study anterior mental loop presence, length and
position in relation to surrounding bone were measured using
CBCT. About 300 mandibular canals and mental foramen
evaluated and the anterior loop was detected in 73 patients
(48.6%). The length and position were measured accurately
using the CBCT . The mean length was 1.4± 0.6 mm ranged
from 0.5 – 2.7 mm and it was longer in male patients with
extremely high significant difference . while the position
including four distances in relation to superior, inferior,
buccal and lingual bony cortex of mandible. The mean of
these distances were (17.4±0.1), (7.6 ±0.9), (1.08 ± 0.3), and
(4.3 ±0.4) mm respectively.
Different diagnostic methods used for detection and
measurements of anterior mental loop prevalence , position
and length, some studies conducted on cadavers and
dissected mandibles or dry skulls with markers and others
performed by OPG, CT and CBCT.
In 1990 Misch and Crawford (20) evaluated 324 OPG and
detected the anterior loop in 12% only and the mean length
was 5mm. Bravitz et al. in 1993 (12) conduct a study in two
way by cadavers dissection and OPG for 35 case , reported
54% for OPG and 11% in dissected cadavers. In 1993
another study was performed by Arzouman et al. (11) on 25
dried skull. the loop length and size measured in two OPG
for each skull ( one with marker injected into mandibular
canal – method A, and the other without marker method B)
and recorded loop length about 6.95 mm with a higher
prevalence (76%) and larger size (4.64) in method A
compared to method B ( 56% and size of 2.75). Solar et al. in
1994 (22) examined 37 dissected cadavers and recorded a
similar results to Arzouman , 60% prevalence and 5 mm
length. These results were differed in comparison to the
results of this study , which may be attributed to the
difference in method used, because the cadaver provide real
vision but the measurements done with probe or marker that
may cause penetration into incisal canal resulting in larger
length and size. And the OPG didn't give a precise
measurements and even detection because its two dimension

P- value
0.9
NS
0.2
NS
0.5
NS
0.5
0.3
NS

representation of three dimensional object. Large percentage
of false positive and negative results obtained due to
perforation of incisal canal due to forceful injection of
markers or may due to misinterpretation of incisal canal wide
orifice as anterior mental loop. Rosenquist in 1996 (21) also
used 58 cadavers and reported prevalence of loop 24% and
length ranged between (0-1)mm. Mardinger et al. in 2000 (16)
evaluated 46 hemimandible by OPG and surgical exposure,
the prevalence was 19% and length ranged between 0.5 –
2.95 mm in OPG , while by surgical exposure it was 28%
and length ranged 0.4- 2.19 mm. These length measurements
were equals to the length ranged of this study.
Similar study conducted in 2003 by Kuzmanovic et al. (10) on
22 cadavers, the prevalence in OPG was (27%) and the
length was ranged between (0.5-3 mm) while in dissected
cadaver was present in (35%) and length measurements was
(0.4- 3.31) mm. Jacobs et al. in 2004 (23) used OPG only to
evaluate the prevalence of anterior loop and the result was
11%. The length results of the present study were agreed
with these previous studies, but the prevalence was higher
and this is due to high accuracy of CBCT (3D) compared to
OPG (2D).
Another study conducted in 2004 by Neiva et al. (13), 22
cadavers examined and anterior loop present in 88% of the
cases and mean length was 4.1 mm. Uchida et al. in 2007 (17)
measured the anterior loop length in 75 hemimandibles , the
percentage was 62.7 % and length ranged between (16.6)mm. these results were higher than the results of the
present study and this may be due to differences in methods
utilized and patients race and size.
Lower percentage of anterior loop was noticed with
radiographical studies using OPG such as (Kaya , 2008 and
Ngeow, 2009) (14,24) 28% and 40.2% respectively. This due
to small sample size and low accuracy of 2D (OPG)
compared to the present methods used CBCT and large
sample size.
Few studies performed with CBCT to measure the anterior
loop length and position , so there was some difficulties for
comparison of the present study results.
Uchida et al. in 2009 (19) performed another study to compare
the accuracy of CBCT with that of direct surgical exposure
of cadavers . and concluded that CBCT was more reliable,
and recorded a mean length of 2.2 mm and diameter was 1.9
±1.7 mm. this result was agreed with the results of present
study.
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High percentage was recorded by this study compared to
results of Ritter et al . in 2012 (25) it was ( 31%) which may
be due to great difference in sample size , but there were
agreements in mean length ( 1.4 mm) and maximum length
(4.6 mm) reported.
The results of this study agreed with CBCT studies done by
many authors Apostolakis and Brown (2013) (18), Rosa et al.
(2013) (26), Chen et al. (2013) (27) and Lu et al. (2014) (28),
they reported the length ranged (0-6 mm) with small
difference in prevalence which due to differences in races
and sample size.
The results of Watanabe et al. in 2010(29) agreed with those
o present study. There was a high significant difference
between male and female in anterior loop length (longer in
male) and its distance to lingual cortex, with no significant
difference in position of anterior mental loop to other
surfaces.

5. Conclusion
CBCT is the preferred imaging for dental implant, it provides
accurate measurements and assessments for different
structures in maxillofacial region. The precise information
obtained by CBCT should be kept in surgeon mind to
identify the safest zone during implant placement in mental
foramen region.
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